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Abstract— The problem about checking attendant is the main 

problem of teacher in nowadays. In order to solve this 

problem, Many systems have been completely changed due 

to this evolve to achieve more accurate results. However, in 

my study, these study still lack of the efficiency about correct 

the face and students cannot verify or pose to edit the data 

when there is error in class. With this reason, this research 

aims to develop the facing attendant system to be more 

effective and the mechanic of the system which students can 

easily verify. The experiment of this research is to find the 

way to recognize the face by using the technique of Android 

Face Recognition with Deep Learning which can correctly 

recognize up to 97%. The database is connected to 

Attendance Management System web server by using cloud 

storage. The result on screen in real time on the application 

so that students can verify and check data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today in the fast growing world, on one hand the data is 

increasing in an exponential rate and on the other hand the 

margin of error as well as time is decreasing drastically. In 

this situation a task to be accomplished in a manual way is bit 

riskier. Instead the common man or any organization per say 

tends to prefer the automatic way in order to complete the task 

in time and with much more accuracy. Following the trend 

comes the Live Attendance System, which is an enhancement 

in traditional manual way of marking the attendance. Live or 

Automated attendance system can be classified in three 

ways:- 1Biometric based 2 Smart-Card based 3 Web based 

The manual way of marking the attendance is a time 

consuming process and its performance degrades with the 

enormous amount of data. . Further the system is linked with 

the Wamp Server consisting of the database of the students. 

The system has the capability to automatically update the 

attendance of a student once he gets recognized. . The 

following sections of the paper present the literature reviews, 

description of various steps in the model, results, conclusion 

and scope for improvement. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The system uses the Tencent cloud server as the shared cloud 

virtual host, Nginx1.10.2 as the server, MySQL as the 

database management system. Use Andriod Studio to 

implement front-end functionality development. Using the 

PHP language, the Laravel framework, Laravel-admin 

completes the backend application development. Baidu 

Echarts Data Visualization Chart Library to complete the rich 

and diverse background data analysis and statistics. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Flow funcation 

 With the urgent demands of society for fast and 

effective authentication, biometric features become the most 

ideal basis for automatic authentication. As a kind of 

biometric recognition .face recognition is a popular biometric 

recognition technology, which is based on facial features and 

recognition of face image, so as to realize identity 

identification. Compared with recognition methods such as 

fingerprint identification, retinal recognition, iris recognition 

and gait recognition, face recognition has the characteristics 

of directness, friendliness and convenience, thus obtaining 

extensive research and application .This paper presents a face 

recognition system based on LBS for the classroom 

attendance in classroom, the use of Baidu LBS and Baidu's 

face recognition service of these two third-party services to 

achieve a more accurate class attendance, Only attendance 

occurs within a certain period of time, longitude, latitude 

range, as effective. It avoids the drawbacks of other automatic 

attendance, such as: Scanning course two-dimensional code 

attendance mode mobile terminal in other places outside the 

classroom, the external scanning course of two-dimensional 

code cheating attendance, classroom camera face recognition 

attendance, the classroom dim light Causes facial features are 

not obvious, attendance success rate is low .LBS(Location 

Based Service ) refers to providing location-based services 

for users under mobile computing conditions through space 

positioning technology, geo-information technology, 

embedded technology and wireless network technology. 

 Maintaining attendance is very important in all 

educational institutions. Every institution has its own method 

of taking student attendance. Some institutions uses paper 

based approach and others have adopted automated methods 

such as fingerprint biometric techniques.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The face detection method proposed by Viola-Jones et al.  is 

used due to its high accuracy and low false detection. The 

image of the students captured from camera located at the top 

centre of the blackboard at fixed intervals, is first 

preprocessed. It is converted to gray scale before performing 
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the face detection. The Viola-Jones method uses integral 

images to compute the features which classifies the images 

and uses Adaboost learning algorithm to select important 

features from the potential features computed. Efficient 

classifiers are formed and then combined to form a cascade 

to eliminate 

 The biometric system is efficient, reliable and 

provides a high level of security when compared to the 

traditional authentication methods. However, these systems 

offer some disadvantages as well. Most of the devices are 

unable to enroll some small percentage of users, and the 

performance of the system can deteriorate over time. To 

overcome these disadvantages face recognition based 

authentication techniques are developed. Face recognition 

technology involves scanning the distinctive features of the 

human face to authorize the student. 

 Since the system is modular and can be extend 

effortlessly, the future works are to make the system able to 

integrate with payroll calculation system as well as including 

function of leave management. By having the leave 

management function inside the system, it will be easier to 

produce full reporting for each employee and also will be 

easier to calculate employee’s monthly pay roll. 

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The flow of developing the system is based on the operational 

workflow. The operational workflow is separated into 

iterations of features include in the system which are 

Attendance Management, Feedback Complaint Management 

and Meeting Organizer. The data used and collected for this 

project is based on primary data. At the initial phase of the 

planning, an interview with HR staffs of Securemetric is 

conducted. The flow of developing the system is based on the 

operational workflow. The operational workflow is separated 

into iterations of features include in the system which are 

Attendance Management, Feedback Complaint Management 

and Meeting Organizer. The data used and collected for this 

project is based on primary data. At the initial phase of the 

planning, an interview with HR staffs of Securemetric is 

conducted. Besides interview, observation of the current 

system also has been done. Based on the interview and 

observation results, the problems with the current system (as 

mentioned in Section I) are found thus producing the 

objectives (as mentioned in Section I) for the project as well 

as the scope of the project. A use case diagram is created to 

ease the design of the system development. Based on the use 

case, the detail of each user scope and responsibility can be 

clearly depicted and based on the use case diagram also other 

diagrams such as activity diagram, class diagram, sequence 

diagram and communication diagram are created. 

 
Fig. 2: Block Diagram of Implementation of function 

 Implementation is the stage of the project when the 

theoretical design is turned into a working system. This is the 

final and important phase in the system life cycle It is actually 

the process of converting the new system into a operational 

one. 

 
Fig. 3: sample output for web application flow method 

 The python library flask, open-cv, pandas ,API, 

GPS, os are used in our project. The detailed explation of each 

library is followed by, 

A. Flask—  

Flask is a popular Python web framework, meaning it is a 

third-party Python library used for developing web 

applications. 

 Flask provides simplicity, flexibility and fine-

grained control. It is unopinionated (it lets you decide how 

you want to implement things). Django provides an all-

inclusive experience you get an admin panel, database 

interfaces, an ORM, and directory structure for your apps and 

projects out of the box. 
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 Flask is a "micro-framework" based on Werkzeug's 

WSGI toolkit and Jinja 2's templating engine. It is designed 

as a web framework for RESTful API development 

 It defines a set or rules/constraints for a web 

application to send and receive data. 

 In this article, we will build a REST API in Python 

using the Flask framework.  

 Flask is a popular micro framework for building web 

applications. 

Therefore, building a REST API in Flask is very simple. 

B. Open-cv—  

OpenCV-Python is a library of Python bindings designed to 

solve computer vision problems.  

 OpenCV-Python makes use of Numpy, which is a 

highly optimized library for numerical operations with a 

MATLAB-style syntax.All the OpenCV array structures are 

converted to and from Numpy. 

 OpenCV is used for all sorts of image and video 

analysis, like facial recognition and detection, license plate 

reading, photo editing, advanced robotic vision, optical 

character recognition, and a whole lot more. We will be 

working through many Python examples here. 

C. OS—  

The OS module in Python provides a way of using operating 

system dependent functionality. The functions that the OS 

module provides allows you to interface with the underlying 

operating system that Python is running on – be that 

Windows, Mac or Linux. 

 
Fig. 4: sample output for detect the face 

 Recognize and manipulate faces from Python or 

from the command line with. the world's simplest face 

recognition library. Built using dlib's state-of-the-art face 

recognition. built with deep learning. 

 
Fig. 5: Sample output for match the face data 

 A facial recognition system uses biometrics to map 

facial features from a photograph or video. It compares the 

information with a database of known faces to find a match. 

That's because facial recognition has all kinds of commercial 

applications. 

 
Fig. 6: sample output of match the live location 

 First things first! You must install python in your 

machine and with that, you need 2 libraries or packages 

to track mobile number location. 

V. CONCLUSION 

From the problem of forgetting on checking attendant, the 

students could not hear their name or the waste of time on 

checking, this research developed the checking system with 

face recognition to reduce those problems. The developed 

system used Open CV library to catch and identify real-time 

person and also used Google Cloud so that student could edit 

their information. This research had examined the way of 

how face recognition work properly by using Android Face 

Recognition with Deep Learning. As a result, Android Face 

Recognition with Deep Learning gives the most correct one 

which could increase the accuracy on identifying of the 

system 
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